ZapShot

A stereo synth using 2 sweeping quantized square wave oscillators.

How to use:

Start playing the keyboard, you will hear a sound somewhat like the video game "Pong". Press the right button and the Blue LED will start flashing. Now ZapShot is in "auto-trigger" mode, and the sound will automatically keep playing until the right button is pressed again. This frees up your hands to twist the pots. :)

There are six presets. To select a preset double-tap the right button and then press a "white" key.

The following presets are available:

- Key C - "Pong"
- Key D - "Bong"
- Key E - "AirRaid"
- Key F - "Stuka"
- Key G - "Alarms"
- Key A - "Quizzle"

Types of button presses:

- Tap: quickly tap a button
- Press: long-press a button
- Double-Tap: quickly double-tap a button